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Abstract�
This paper presents a Data Flow Functional Computer �DFFC� developed at ETCA

and dedicated to real�time image processing� One original feature of this computer lies
in the integration both at the hardware and software level of two types of data�driven
processing elements� ���� custom Data Flow Processor �DFP� 	 embedded in a 
D
interconnected network and dedicated to low level processing and 
� T��� Transputers 	
embedded in a �D interconnected networks and dedicated to mid to high level processing�
A unifying programming model is provided based on a close integration of the data��ow
architecture principles and the functional programming concepts�

An image processing algorithm expressed using an FP�like functional syntax is �rst
converted into a Data��ow Graph �DFG�� The nodes of this graph are real time operators
implementable on the physical processors of the data��ow machine� This DFG is then
physically mapped onto the network of processors�

The programming environment includes a complete compilation stream from FP�
speci�cation to hardware implementation along with a global operator database� An
original programming technique has been developed for the transputers to ensure a full
compatibility with data��ow model�

Several image processing algorithms were implemented on this system and run in real
time at digital video speed�

�� Introduction

Real time image processing involving a computing power in the range of billions of op�
erations�s still bene�ts from specialized architectures� The design of such architectures
can be based on the two following points�

First� most of the computationally demanding tasks involved in the processing ex�
hibit an inherent parallelism and this parallelism can be exploited by an architecture
providing a high degree of pipelining�

Second� these tasks may be classi�ed according to low� intermediate� and high level
computational tasks� and distinct processors are required to handle each of these levels
under real�time constraints ��	�

These assumptions served as the basis for the design of our Data�Flow Functional
Computer�



ALGORITHM

Yn = a.Xn+1 + b.Xn + c.Xn-1

D :<X1,X2,..,Xn> = <0,X1,..,Xn-1>

ID:<X1,X2,..,Xn> = <X1,X2,..,Xn>

A :<X1,X2,..,Xn> = <X2,..,Xn,0>

Xa:<X1,..Xn> = <a.X1,..,a.Xn>

+ :<X1,..,Xn>,<Y1,..,Yn> = <X1+Y1,..,Xn+Yn>

FUNCTIONAL PRIMITIVES

FUNCTIONAL EXPRESSION

DEF F = + o [Xa o A,+ o [Xb o ID,Xc o D]]
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Figure �� Functional programming and Data�
ow implementation

The approach that we adopted ��	 is similar to the one proposed by Koren ��	 where
the algorithm is �rst represented as a data�
ow graph and then mapped onto a network
of data�driven processing elements� Processing elements execute basic operations em�
bedded along a data�
ow graph� while regular interconnections of these elements serve
to build paths implementing the edges of this graph�

Our approach� however� is slightly dierent since it relies on a tight integration
of the data�
ow hardware computing model described in ��	 and of the FP functional
programming syntax introduced by Backus ��	�

Our model� illustrated on a very simple example Figure �� appears to be slightly
more restrictive than the original one� It is very well suited� however� for iterative
processing of huge structured data stream like digital images at video frame rates�

It allowed us to design and build a massively parallel computer mixing �ne grain and
coarse grain processors within a highly regular architecture� along with an homogeneous
and easy�to�use software programming environment� Several real�time image processing
algorithms were reformulated according to this programmingmodel and run successfully
at video frame rates�

In the next section� the basic principles of the data�
ow functional computing model
are brie
y outlined� Section � describes the processing elements and the global hardware
architecture of the computer� Section � is a presentation of a FP dialect used to program
the DFFC� The software programming environment is presented in section �� Section
� describes the transputer arrays integration and section � concludes this paper�

�� Data��ow functional model

An algorithm to be implemented is �rst represented as a directed data�
ow graph
�DFG�� Such a DFG may be viewed formally as a directed graph� Nodes are basic
operators of the algorithm and arcs represent data dependencies�

Execution of this DFG occurs as tokens 
ow along the arcs� into and out of nodes�
according to a set of �ring rules� These �ring rules specify that a node becomes active
whenever tokens are present on its input arcs and tokens may be produced on its output
arcs� When this occurs� input tokens are consumed� function result�s� are computed
and produced on the output arc�s��

Advantages provided by this representation have already been discussed ��	��	�



First� it enables exploiting the inherent concurrency in the algorithm without re�
quiring the programmer to make it explicit� As a result� all parallel operations may be
executed concurrently�

Second� the lack of hidden dependencies between operators yields to a cleaner algo�
rithm speci�cation�

Third� execution pipelining may be increased by assigning a FIFO buer to each
arc� This scheme allows a node to produce one output token before the previous one
has been actually consumed�

Previous work ��	 has shown that a natural duality exists between directed acyclic
data�
ow graphs and functional expressions introduced by Backus in its FP program�
ming language� Both are ways of representing an algorithm� The �rst one refers to
a hardware execution model� the second is its natural software expression� From a
more formal point of view� it can be shown that the explicit representation of data
dependencies in the former corresponds to the lack of side�eect in the latter�

In order to e�ciently couple the FP syntax with the semantics of the DFG we use
a FP subset� This language subset� detailed in section �� may be viewed as an e�cient
formalism for describing and manipulating directed acyclic data�
ow graphs�

�� The E�T�C�A� Data�Flow Computer Architecture

The core of the E�T�C�A� data�
ow functional computer is a network of data�driven
processing elements designed to operate on data�
ows� We call data��ow a structured
data set moving serially along a physical link ��data�stream� would be more accurate
in this context�� Practically this will be a sequence of numeric values and brackets�
The goal is to achieve on the 
y computations on these data�
ows by coupling each
operation de�ned in the algorithm DFG with a physical processor�

Two types of processors were integrated within the DFFC architecture� They are
dedicated respectively to low and mid�to�high level processing�

Low�level image processing deals mainly with sensory data in which the �D image
topology still prevails� This class of computations requires high�throughput� but in�
volves simple and repetitive types of calculations and a �xed number of operations per
pixel A � � � convolution� for example� requires �� multiplications and �� additions
per pixel� It has to be handled by a fast specialized processor�

Mid�to�high level processing is characterized by the manipulation of more symbolic
extracted features� such as edges� polygons� sets of points or heterogeneous data struc�
tures� This requires less raw computing power but involves much more algorithmic
complexity� It must be handled by a more general purpose processor� like a transputer�

It is clear that this integration of processors with distinct granularity re
ects� at the
hardware level� the distinction between levels of processing at the application level� It
may be generalized to any kind of processing elements as long as all these processing
elements share the same data�
ow communication protocol�

The main goal is to prevent operators from being ine�ciently implemented� as this
occurs for instance� if all atomic operations must have the same complexity� Such an
eect will also be limited� practically� since several simple operators can be associated
to a single processor and complex operators may be encapsulated as macro�operators
distributed among small groups of processors�



��� Low level processing elements

For the execution of low�level functions� we developed a custom data�
ow processor
�DFP� ��	� Each DFP has � input�output ports and has been designed to be mesh�
connected in �D networks� The core of the data�
ow processor is interfaced to the
outside world through � input stacks and � output stacks� Each stack is a � ��bit
word� �� MBytes�second bandwidth� synchronous FIFO� and acts as a built�in token
balancing buer� Each I�O port contains a receiving part that can be connected to any
input stack� and a sending part that can be connected to any output stack� The actual
con�guration of each I�O port is completely independent from the operator function�

A ��stage pipelined datapath is inserted between the input and output stacks� The
�rst stage decodes the input data type and generates commands for the following stages�
��bit operations �input shifts and multiplications� are performed during the second
stage� and ���bit operations �general purpose ALU� absolute value� minimum or maxi�
mum� output shift� are performed at the third stage� This datapath is able to perform
up to �� million �� or ���bit operations per second�

According to usual data�
ow principles� execution of DFP operators is controlled
by a dynamic �ring rule� The control part has been designed on the basis of a a
programmable state�machine�

A wide variety of data�
ow operators can be implemented using the state machine�
Among them are arithmetic and logical operators� comparators� counters� line and pixel
shifts� derivatives� summations and histograms� More complex operators �convolution
for example� can be de�ned as macro�functions using combinations of basic operators
mapped on groups of processors�

DFPs may be used simultaneously as data�
ow operators or as cross�bar routing
elements� In fact each processing node can be seen as a cross�bar including a processing
unit or vice versa�

��� Mid�to�high level processing elements

Two reasons account for the integration of a general purpose processor within computer
architecture� First� is ensuring an e�cient implementation of complex operators without
using a prohibitive number of DFPs� second� is allowing higher processing levels�

The choice of the InMos T��� Transputer was motivated by the following features�

� it directly incorporates communications links and can be easily integrated within
a data�driven architecture�

� data�
ow operators can be easily programmed as C processes�

� it can execute at the frame rate complex manipulations of symbolic extracted
features �such as histograms� projections� �����

� a reasonable cost and good availability when the objectives were de�ned�

Transputer modules including a T��� CPU � FPU� � serial communication links
and � Mbytes of external RAM are the basic elements of the high level processing
networks�

Any kind of mid to high�level operator may be implemented on such processing
elements as C programs� provided the two following constraints are met � First is to



conform to the data�
ow principle� i�e� output 
ows must be only functions of input

ows� independently of what occurs in other processors and second is to satisfy real�time
execution timing constraints�

The �rst problem is solved by implementing the operator as a single parallel trans�
puter process reading input tokens and writing output tokens on logical input�output
�slots� within an in�nite run loop� This will be detailed in section ����

The second problem raises from the cooperation of heterogeneous and asynchronous
processing elements under real time execution constraints� It will be traited in section
����

�� Global architecture

The computer architecture is illustrated Figure �� The core of this architecture is a
large �D inter�connected network of DFPs ��	� This network is physically made of �D�
interconnected boards� each including ��� DFPs in a � � � � � network �Figure ��� Up
to � of these boards have been �stacked� onto each other to provide a total amount of
���� DFPs�

Transputer networks are arranged in � � � �D arrays �plugged in� the DFP network
via a common backplane� DFP and Transputer modules communicate using bidirec�
tional parallel�serial link interfaces�
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Figure �� Data�
ow Functional Computer Architecture



Figure �� The Data Flow Functional Computer

Our computer also incorporates digital B�W and color video input�output sub�
systems� low�bandwidth data�
ow interfaces and a global controller coupled with a
SPARCtm host workstation� Apart from running the whole software programming en�
vironment� the host workstation may act as a �nal high�level processing layer� This can
be done via the data�
ow low I�O ports of the low�bandwidth interface� It is quite di��
cult to evaluate the performances of the Data�Flow Functional Computer by comparing
them with those of other similar machines� because�

� As far as we can know� the Data�Flow Functional Computer is the only one in
its category� The other projects of Data�Flow machines which exist in the world
are so dierent that compare its with our Data�Flow Functional Computer has
no real sense�

� The most signi�cant performances measure of the Data�Flow Functional Com�
puter is the number of operation by pixel� and not the usual MIPS� because� in
ours case� the instruction execution rate is completely controlled by the video I�O
data frequency�

�� Functional Programming

Advantages of using a functional� side�eect�free language to describe data�
ow graphs
have already been detailed ��	��	� Koren and al ��	� for example� used Ackerman�s VAL
programming language ���	� In our context� previous works have shown that the FP
syntax introduced by Backus has nice properties for directed acyclic data�
ow graph
descriptions ��	� In order to e�ciently couple this syntax both with the semantic of the
image processing data�
ow graphs and with the processing elements capabilities� we
will use a restricted dialect � O�P�F � of Backus� original FP� in which�

� O is the set of objects � There will be only two basic types of objects� referred
to as Atoms � Pixel �numeric value� and Control �Start Of List� noted ��� and
End Of List� noted �����

In order to e�ciently represent data 
ows� several prede�ned composite types are
provided�

� Line � Structured sequence of Pixels � Example � �������



� Frame � Structured sequence of Lines � Example � �������������

� N�tuple � Fixed�length sequence of Pixels � Example � �����

Line objects provide an implementation of the list concept� Frame objects will
typically correspond to images �and in fact� video input and output are sequences
of frames�� N�tuples are provided as an implementation of �xed�size vectors of
values� Such a classi�cation is not strict and in fact any combination of atoms
can be used� but it simpli�es function typing and semantic program checking�

� P will be the set of prede�ned functions or primitives� Each primitive function
of the language corresponds to an operator implementable on at least one type of
processor �or group of processors� of the data�
ow computer�

� F is the set of functional forms� Only three functional forms are provided in order
to construct new functions from existing ones�

� The composition form de�ned by� �f � g� � x � f � �g � x�

� The construction form de�ned by� �f�� ���� fn	 � x � �f� � x� ���� fn � x�

� The selection form de�ned� for any integer k by� k � �f�� ���� fn	 � fk

As illustrated Figure �� the composition functional form corresponds to a serial
placement of operators� while the construction form corresponds to a parallel
placement� The selection form is only provided as a means of selecting one speci�c
result from a multi�output function�

It can be noted that we make a �pure� use of the functional programming concept
since we completely remove variables from algorithm expressions� This appears to be
the software counterpart of eliminating addresses at the hardware level� Moreover�
it re
ects the strong relationship between functional programming and data�driven
architectures�

�� Programming Environment

Figure � gives an overview of the programming environment�

���� Operator libraries

Since our goal to couple each primitive of the language with a data�
ow operator� a
library has to be designed for each type of processor� These libraries will mainly save
application programmers from writing the most commonly used primitives in the �eld
of image processing ���	�

This is specially true for the low�level operators implemented on the DFPs� since
writing state machine source code is quite similar to writing assembly language code on
a classical computer� The current version of the low�level library� including both single
processor operators and encapsulated macro�operators contains about ��� primitives�
This can be viewed as a near optimal size� since the low�level operators complexity is
essentially limited by the DFP hardware computing resources�

By contrast� transputer�based operator complexity is only restricted by software �as
long as the execution time is not a constraint�� Therefore� aside from a basic mid�level
library� it was necessary to allow users to write their own speci�c data�
ow operators�



For this� a C source template is provided� A common speci�c module� merged at
compile�time� and initiating a local boot process at load�time� makes the de�nition of
such an operator independent of the actual network con�guration and of any parallel
routing process �see section ����� This module also provides a set of pre�de�ned data�

ow I�O routines to communicate with the DFP processors� At the application level�
this makes DFP�based and Transputer�based operators look exactly the same� thus
greatly increasing the coherency of the application design�

Appendix � gives the implementation of an operator for the extraction of line window
coordinates�
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Figure �� Programming environment overview



Apart from the algorithmic simplicity of this �rather tutorial� example� one note�
worthy point is the use of �external� parameter�s� to adjust the operator functionality�
The default values of such parameters� supplied in the operator source code� may be
overridden at load�time by user�speci�c values� provided at the application level �see
section ����� This feature� handled by the local boot�module� allows the design of very

exible data�
ow operators and save application speci�c code recompilation�

Programmers� view of libraries is limited to a global operator database gathering
public descriptions of primitives� Each entry in this database consists of a prototype�
typing operator input and output sets� a list of its external parameters and their default
value along with a brief description of the operator functionality� The libraries may be
easily extended to suit user�s speci�c needs at any stage of application development�

This approach helps introducing a software hierarchy to maximize code reusability�
Therefore it greatly reduces the programming complexity� It also provides an homoge�
neous software interface for an heterogeneous architecture�

���� DFFP Compiler

An algorithm to be implemented is �rst expressed as a combination of primitives us�
ing functional forms in a FP�like syntax� The resulting functional expression is then
converted into an equivalent operator data�
ow graph by means of a compiler�

Figure � illustrates this stage as handled by an interactive version of this DFFP
compiler� Rightmost is the source window containing the algorithm functional de�
scription� Once compiled� the equivalent data�
ow graph is visualized in the left most
window� This feature provides a useful bridge between a textual� formal description of
an algorithm and its more �intuitive� graph representation�

��� Translation

A translator handles the conversion of the operator data�
ow graph generated by the
compiler into a loadable processor graph� that is the conversion of public instances of
primitives into their actual implementation on the processor�s�� This involves�

� choice of the target processor �DFP or Transputer��

� translation from external parameters to processor registers and�or macro�operators
expansion�

� macro operators expansion�

This phase is handled by a pattern matching mechanism based on a translation
table�

��	� Mapping

The resulting processor graph� where each node corresponds to an operator imple�
mentable on a physical processor has then to be mapped onto the network�s�� This
mapping stage consists of three steps� placement� path construction and path balanc�
ing�

Placement assigns each basic operator to a physical processor in the network�
Path construction determines how the arcs of the operator DFG are represented by

paths within the processor network�



Figure �� DFFP Compiler sample session



Path balancing may involve insertion of additional FIFO buers in order to com�
pensate for token delays induced by dierent path lengths or by explicitly delayed
operators�

The problem gets complicated as these three steps interact with each other� It is
simpli�ed in so far as each processor may act simultaneously as an operating� routing
or buering element�

Mapping may also be performed manually thanks to an interactive graphic tool
illustrated Figure ��

���� Loading

Network con�guration �les generated by the mapper are �nally downloaded from the
host into the computer through the global network controller� DFP�s are programmed
via a global bidirectional built�in scanpath� Transputer bootable code is conveyed
through the DFP network via the DFP network data paths� Complete loading for a
���� DFP � �� T��� con�guration takes about �� seconds�

Once loaded the application may be executed in real�time operating on video 
ows
coming from CCD cameras and sent to video monitors�

Figure �� Interactive graphic tool overview



Using low�bandwidth data�
ow interfaces algorithms can be run step�by�step� data
being read from �written to� the host� This� along with the possibility to access any
processor register from the network controller �via a graphical tool very similar to the
one shown Figure ��� allows a �ne�grain� data�
ow oriented debug�

All of the programming tools are integrated within an interactive� user�friendly
graphic interface running under the X Window system�

	� Transputer arrays integration

���� Loading transputer programs and con�gurations

The classical method for program development on transputers networks relies upon the
so�called �network con�guration �le�� This feature is clearly not compatible with our
data�
ow programming paradigm since it tightly binds together the executable code of
each operating process and its input�output link con�guration� By contrast� our goal
was�

� to develop a library of 
exible transputer�based operators�

� to homogenize the programming of DFP�based and transputer�based networks�

� to dynamically adjust the functionality of operators by means of a set of user�
speci�c parameters�

� incidentally� to isolate our programming environment from the INMOS speci�c
tools�

For this we had to�

� allow each transputer of the network to be programmed via those which are con�
nected to the DFP network�

� allow the input�output links of an operator process to be con�gured at load time

� be able to adjust parameter values at load�time� without having to re�compile the
process source code�

� allow execution of parallel routing processes �as DFP�based operators��

This led us to develop an original programming protocol for transputer�based net�
works� Our solution relies upon the de�nition of a generic initialization process au�
tomatically executed by each transputer at the boot�time� This process dynamically
handles� �rst� the allocation and initialization of the operating process and of any par�
allel routing processes� second� the mapping of the operator logicals channels to the
transputer physical links� �nally� the initialization of the operator local parameters�
The code of this initialization process is transparently linked with the code of each
user�de�ned operator�

Each transputer network is logically divided into n columns of m transputers� The
executable code associated with each column is conveyed from the host workstation
�where it has been compiled� to the �rst transputer in the column through the DFP
network �Figure ���

Within each column� transputers are initially con�gured in �Boot from link� mode�
The �rst transputer in the column � connected to the DFP network via a parallel�serial
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link interface � dispatch the bootable code for the whole column� The received block
of data contains four �elds �Figure ���

� �rst� the executable code of the local operating �and routing if any� process�es��

� second� two vectors giving the input�output con�guration� i�e� the mapping be�
tween the logical channels of the operator and the physical links of the transputer�

� then� the values of the operator parameters �these values may the default ones�
set at compile�time� or may have been overridden by the application programmer
during the compilation�translation scheme��

� �nally� an integer giving the total number of bytes that must be transmitted to
the next transputer in the column�

This programming technique may of course be generalized to handle arrays of any
size� Moreover� it can be adapted to suit to any network topology� especially those in
which users must have a full dynamic control over process allocation and link con�gu�
ration�

���� Handling of real�time execution timing constraints

As stated in section ���� the cooperation of heterogeneous and asynchronous processing
elements under real time constraints raises speci�c problems� This is illustrated Figure
�a� where�

� L� and L� are low�level operators implemented on DFPs�

� H is a high�level operator� implemented on a T��� node�

� L� input is a video frame sequence�
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� L� output is a line sequence �histograms of input frames� for example��

� H data
ow operator maps a line into a single pixel value �an histogram into a
binarization threshold� for instance��

According to the functional syntax detailed in section �� the programmay be written�

DEF program � L� � �H� ID	 � L� where ID is identity operator

This �static� functional description� however� does not take into account timing
constraints� In particular� if H is �slow� compared with L�� tokens accumulate on arc
i� Since arc buering capacity is limited� a dead�lock may occur�

The �rst way to solve this problem is to insert a FIFO buer between L� and L�� This
straightforward solution has two main drawbacks� First� the FIFO capacity depends on
the delay introduced by the H operator� and this delay may be data�dependent� even
unknown a priori� Second� in case of a fairly slow operator the required capacity may
be prohibitive�

This led us to introduce a speci�c coupling mechanism� based on dual port buering�
for coupling asynchronous data�
ow operators� This mechanism� that we called S�M
coupling allows a DFP operator running at pixel�frequency to have access to the last
updated output�s� of a slower high�level T��� node� instead of waiting for the next
one�s�� thus preventing dead�locks� It is illustrated Figure �b� in which�

� H is the high level operator to be coupled�

� S is an upstream synchronization operator� It unconditionally accepts a sequence
of objects X��X�� ��� for input� When receiving a RDY control token it extracts
the next Xi object from the input sequence and sends it to H� This operator acts
as a synchronized input buer for the following H operator�
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� M is a downstream synchronization operator� It memorizes the last output of H
and outputs it when receiving a PUT control token�

� R and P are auxiliary operators generating respectively the RDY and PUT control
tokens from S input and H output �the PUT token is �rst self generated in order
to start the process��

All of these synchronizing operators are easily implemented on DFPs� None of
them is a �pure� data�
ow operator� but the encapsulation H� may now be viewed as
a non�deterministic data�
ow operator�

H��Xj� � H�X��j��

where ��j� � IntegralV alueOf�j � � �� � and � features the delay introduced by the
operator�

This outward non�determinism simply shows that a real�time data�
ow driven ma�
chine cannot be described in a purely static formalism� It should be pointed out�
however� that would the operator delay be estimated� the � constant can be speci�ed
for the operator to show a strictly deterministic behavior�

This coupling mechanism can be generalized both at the hardware and software
level to provide access to any combination of previous outputs �instead of the very last
one�� It can be handled automatically at compile time in order to be fully transparent
to programmers�

On the other hand� it can be explicitly by�passed� if the high�level throughput is
compatible with the pixel frequency�

Simultaneous routing path�s� are implemented within each transputer node as par�
allel processes� allocated at load�time by the local boot�process� This scheme has been
proven acceptable since the time allocation strategy between concurrent processes run�
ning on the same transputer is based on I�O link activity�




� Conclusion

This paper has described the concept and design of a data�
ow functional computer
�DFFC� developed at ETCA and its application to real�time image processing� The
very last version of this computer embeds ���� DFPs in a � � � � �� three�dimensional
network and �� T��� based transputer modules�

Hardware and software design were based on a close integration of the data�
ow
computing model and the functional programming concept� This led to a simple highly
regular hardware and an homogeneous� user�friendly software programming environ�
ment� It is hoped that this should allow image processing specialists� who may not be
aware of machine architecture� to design� implement and test a wide range of image pro�
cessing applications� Several signi�cant low to mid�level image processing algorithms
were implemented and executed at video frame rates such as extraction of main edges
along predominant directions� labeling in connected component� color objects tracking�
nagao �lter� and more classical applications like convolutions� motion detection� edges
extraction ���	�

The data�
ow functional computer is mainly dedicated to image processing� Its
concept� however� is much more general and can be maintained within a system that
includes processors of dierent granularities� Basic processors may be adapted to ad�
dress many other problems� For example� a ���bit 
oating point data�
ow processor
could similarly be developed and used for the design of a data�
ow functional super�
computer dedicated to the resolution of partial derivative equations by �nite dierence
methods�
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APPENDIX �� Example of C Data�Flow Process Source Code

� �include �operator�h�

�

 �� OPERATOR EXTERNAL DESCRIPTION

� �

� � FSWMIN�A�LINE�PIXEL�� � C�PIXEL�D�PIXEL

� �
� � Fixed width window extraction based upon global minimum

� � Input� A � �a�����aN���

� � Assume� w � param	�


�� � Compute� j � Arg Min � aj � � j��max���j�w��� � j��min�N�j�w���
�� � Output� C � j��j� ��

��
�
 �de�ne N IN � ��  of operator input links ��

�� �de�ne N OUT � ��  of perator output links ��
��
�� Parameter param	
 � f �� External parameters ��

�� �width�� � g� �� Name� default value ��

��
�� �� OPERATOR IMPLEMENTATION ��

��
�� void operator �Process �p� �� Operator process ��
�� Channel ��in � �� Input links ��

�
 Channel ��out� �� Output links ��

�� int �userParam � �� User supplied operator ��

�� �� external PARAMETERS ��

�� int nbUserParam� ��  of user supplied operator ��
�� �� external PARAMETERS ��

�� f

�� int line	����
� �� Local variables ��


� int width� linesize� min� at� from� to� i�


�

� SetParams�param� userParam�



 nbUserParam�� �� Get e�ective parameters ��

� width � param	�
�value �


�

� for ���� f �� Never ending loop ��


� linesize � ChanInLine��in	 A
�line� � �� Read input line ��


� for � i��� at��� min�line	�
 � i�linesize � i�� �


� if � line	i
 � min � f

�� at�i�
�� min�line	i
�

�� g

�
 from � at�width�� � if � from � � � from�� �

�� to � at�width�� � if � to � n�� � to�linesize�� �

�� ChanOutPixel���out	 C
�from�� �� Write output indexes ��

�� ChanOutPixel���out	 C
�to��

�� g

�� g
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